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Overview

In a post-IDFA and consolidation-minded mobile 
environment, there’s increasing need for marketers to 
measure more than just the science of attributed 
installs. The BRAG (Brand Relative App Growth) Index 
I report introduced new methodology to measure and 
understand how brand can impact mobile growth.  
BRAG introduced several new metrics:

● Brand Funnel: A measure of how many 
consumers are aware of and having interest in 
installing an app at the beginning of a quarter

● BRAG Index: A comparison of end-of-quarter 
install volume that “normalizes” and “corrects” 
for the various sizes of Brand Funnel.

By measuring brand awareness and consumer install 
intent, BRAG identified the apps most effectively 
delivering user growth at all levels of brand strength, 
and identified the common strategies being used to 
achieve this growth.

We’ve now added the metrics:
● Brand Power: An overall measure of brand strength based on Awareness, 

Install Intent, the ratio of those liking/disliking the app, and App Gap, a 
high-level measure of brand equity.

● Brand Velocity: A measure of quarter-to-quarter changes in the size of the 
app’s Brand Funnel as well as in sentiment towards the app/brand. 

In BRAG II, we apply these and other metrics to shed light on critical market issues 
such as:

● Which Leading Financial Brands Are Best Positioned to Become A Super 
App

● Whose Streaming Video Brand is Built to Survive in a Content and 
Consolidation War?

● Which QSR Brands are best Rebuilding Their Consumer Relationships in a 
Post Food Delivery App World Dominated by DoorDash and UberEats?

● While Discretionary Spending Has Goes Down, What Shopping Brands 
Have Trended Up?

● Do News Publisher App Brands Even Matter That Much and Will they ever 
on Mobile Phones?

As always, if you have thoughts or questions, don’t be bashful. We’re here to hear.
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Top BRAG-gers
Here are the apps with top BRAG-ing rights.  The BRAG Index measures “Brand Relative App Growth” 
- or how well an app translated their Brand Funnel (awareness and interest) at the beginning of a 
quarter, into actual installs by the end of the quarter. Top BRAG-gers don’t necessarily have the 
strongest brand awareness or the highest install volume  – these apps have BRAG-ging rights 
because of their install success relative to their brand strength.

Four of our Top 5 BRAG-gers in Q2 were also at the top of our BRAG Index in our last report: 
CashApp, NewsBreak, SHEIN, and Tubi.



Finance
CATEGORY
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The BRAG Box Breakdown

BRAG Leaders
1. CashApp has moved from BRAG Transcender to BRAG Leader, closing in on Zelle, Paypal and 

Venmo in Brand Funnel rank. Its install efficiency continues to top the category, with a BRAG 
Index far above the category.

2. PayPal’s Brand Funnel rank moved ahead of Zelle since our last report, and both remain BRAG 
Leaders.

3. For the second consecutive period, Venmo has the largest Brand Funnel rank in the category, 
but continues to struggle turning this funnel into installs, as reflected by their middling BRAG 
Index.

BRAG Transcenders
1. WellsFargo, a BRAG Transcender after being a BRAG Blusher in our last report, is the only 

traditional banking app to have an above average BRAG Index.
2. Coinbase and Crypto.com held lofty spots among in our last report, but only Coinbase 

managed to stay in the quadrant, albeit barely.

Other Notables
1. Chime’s Brand Funnel rank expanded dramatically, moving from 13th to 4th, but hasn’t 

translated it’s greater awareness and intent to actual installs
2. SoFi has made some major investments in Sports Marketing that can give wide reach, but didn’t 

see any significant  Brand Funnel rank movement, and SoFi remains near the bottom of brands 
in terms of their BRAG Index.

P2P players still dominate BRAG Leadership, while crypto weakness can be seen in both 
brand funnel losses and execution. CashApp, our last report's top BRAG Transcender 
continues to make strides in building Brand and install execution, sneaking into the 
BRAG Leader category.

FINANCE
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Finance Apps’ Brand Power and Velocity, Q2 2022 

1] Brand Power and Brand Velocity are two BRAG metrics that measure overall strength in mobile app brands.  Brand Power reflects the size of an app’s Brand Funnel (e.g., awareness and install intent), the ratio of those 
liking/disliking the app and App Gap, a measure of brand equity.  Brand Velocity reflects quarter-to-quarter changes in the size of the app’s Brand Funnel as well as in sentiment towards the app/brand. Brands with similar 
levels of Brand Power and Brand Velocity are shaded similarly.

Zelle4

Chime9

Cash App5

Western Union10

Chase3

AMEX8

Venmo2

Bank of America7

PayPal1

Citibank6

Paypal4

Wells Fargo9

Coinbase5

Current10

Chime3

Venmo8

Chase2

Acorns7

Cash App1

Zelle6

11 Wells Fargo 12 Acorns 13 Coinbase 14 SoFi 15 Robinhood 16 Current 17 Crypto.com 18 Webull 19 FTX 

11 Robinhood 12 Crypto.com
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BRAG’s Big Issue
Which Leading Financial Brands Are Best Positioned to Become A Super App

Peer to Peer Payment (P2PP) apps, like PayPal have core functionality that is easy to use and understand for consumers. 
Moreover, two customers benefit in every transaction. This makes it no surprise that 4 of the top 5 apps in our Brand Power 
rankings (see previous page) are P2PP apps - including PayPal-owned Venmo, CashApp, and Zelle. App Engagement is also a 
critical measure since people are much more likely to try new features, particularly finance related, if they already trust and use 
the app. P2PP apps like PayPal also dominate here. PayPal’s Engagement Index (the ratio of DAUs/MAUs) of 58% not only leads 
the category, but has risen each of the last 12 months.

Chase’s broader base, thanks to its credit card business,  places it high in our Brand Power and Velocity rankings (see previous 
page). Additionally, Chase is the one traditional bank that rates highly in terms of Engagement at 54%, right below PayPal. 
Meanwhile Chime, the largest digital bank, also has captured a broad base and has seen a strong increase in awareness and 
intent since our last report. Due to their broad appeal and increase in Brand Power, these apps have the brand foundation to 
increase their consumer growth and expand capabilities. 

As financial Super Apps emerge, what becomes of the crypto niche players?  Do any of these brands stand out? Coinbase and 
Crypto.com have both focused on broadcast advertising, with a famous floating QR code for one and huge celebrity investments 
like Matt Damon and Lebron for the other. Coming out of the Super Bowl, Coinbase has logged higher Brand Power and Velocity 
than Crypto.com as seen on the previous page. This positions the Coinbase brand a bit ahead of Crypto, whether they venture 
further than cryptocurrency - or perhaps integrate with another brand with larger functionality and broad brand  appeal.

Crypto.com’s endorsement from Lebron wasn’t the only brand to delve into sports marketing. SoFi has sought stronger 
awareness through ties with a sports stadium that hosted the Super Bowl and will host the College Football Championship next 
year. However, despite these investments and a comprehensive product portfolio, BRAG metrics don’t reflect significant gains in 
the brand strength desired to make waves as a Super App.

Finance Apps have not hidden their 
desire to become Super Apps, with 
PayPal even saying they want to be a 
“one-stop shop” for consumer’s financial 
needs. But adding capabilities like credit 
scores, stock trading, cryptocurrency, 
Buy Now Pay Later, debt management, 
and more isn’t just about product 
innovation. Consumer appeal, 
engagement and brand equity can help 
streamline innovation success. 

The Best Positioned Brands: 
PayPal, CashApp, Zelle, Chase, Chime

The Key Data: BRAG’s Brand Power, 
Brand Velocity and App Gap and 
Engagement Index, Product Portfolio, 
Marketing Strategy, App Gap

The Why: Apps that have stronger 
consumer brand appeal and engagement 
have a streamlined path to a bigger share 
of consumer’s financial wallet.

FINANCE
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Financial Brands With Stronger Engagement Have Better 
Super App Potential



Streaming Video
CATEGORY
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The BRAG Box Breakdown

BRAG Leaders
1. Netflix, due to a significant drop in install intent, saw its Brand Funnel rank fall from #1 to #8. 

However, Netflix has an advantage over other streaming giants - a brand “halo” buoyed by the 
strength of popular titles like “Stranger Things” that allowed its install efficiency, or BRAG Index to 
be higher than its peers.

2. Hulu saw a significant increase in their Brand Funnel rank, moving ahead of other Streaming 
Giants like Peacock, HBOMax, Amazon Prime, Paramount, Discovery+, and Netflix in terms of 
how many consumers are aware of and interested in installing their app.

3. HBOMax also increased its Brand Funnel rank from 4th to 7th, ahead of Paramount, Discovery+, 
and Amazon Prime, but didn’t turn this into more installs as effectively as others, as seen in the 
drop of its BRAG Index ranking from 2nd to 7th.

BRAG Transcenders
1. Tubi’s niche anime content has led it to the top our BRAG Index for the second straight quarter, 

but has not had a major shift in its Brand Funnel rank relative to others, reflecting strong brand 
fundamentals within a smaller target audience.

2. Funimation improved their install efficiency as their BRAG Index pushed them out of the BRAG 
Builder quadrant.

3. PlutoTV also moved from a BRAG Builder to a BRAG Transcender, and the free streaming service 
is closing in on some streaming giants like Peacock in Brand Funnel rank and BRAG Index install 
efficiency.

Streaming BRAG Leaders and BRAG Transcenders are fairly stable, though there’s some 
significant changes in ranking within BRAG Transcender and Leader categories.
The difference between best and worst BRAG-performing apps has also narrowed.  
Finally, Anime (Tubi and Funimation) made strides in Brand Funnel and BRAG Index as 
have ad-supported providers including Tubi, Pluto and Youtube.

STREAMING VIDEO
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Streaming Video Apps’ Brand Power and Velocity, Q2 2022 

1] Brand Power and Brand Velocity are two BRAG metrics that measure overall strength in mobile app brands.  Brand Power reflects the size of an app’s Brand Funnel (e.g., awareness and install intent), the ratio of those 
liking/disliking the app and App Gap, a measure of brand equity.  Brand Velocity reflects quarter-to-quarter changes in the size of the app’s Brand Funnel as well as in sentiment towards the app/brand. Brands with similar 
levels of Brand Power and Brand Velocity are shaded similarly.

Hulu4

YouTube TV9

HBO Max5

Tubi10

Netflix3

Peacock TV8

Prime Video2

Paramount+7

YouTube1

Disney+6

Peacock TV4

discovery+9

Tubi5

Netflix10

Hulu3

Disney+8

HBO Max2

Paramount+7

Pluto TV1

Prime Video6

11 Pluto TV 12 discovery+ 13 STARZ 14 Showtime 15 SlingTV 16 AMC+ 17 YouTube
 Kids 18 Crunchyroll 19 FuboTV 

11 YT Kids 12 Funimation

20 Funimation 
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BRAG’s Big Issue
Whose Streaming Video Brand is Built to Survive in a Content and Consolidation War?

The top of our Brand Power rankings consist of three apps that have been around for 15+ years - YouTube, Amazon Prime Video 
and Netflix. It might surprise some to see Netflix on this list coming off a price increase and the poor press it has recently 
received. But it still has the highest target-market awareness (93%) of not only any streaming provider, but of any app we 
surveyed. At 65%, Netflix also has the highest Engagement Index other than YouTube, indicating it’s used more frequently than 
other providers.

YouTube’s strength isn’t only in it’s #1 ranking for Brand Power, but in the power of free content. Coupling its free short form 
content with being factory-installed on most smartphones, has made it a staple of many consumers’ daily lives - proven by a lofty 
Engagement Index of 92%. And the power of FREE does matter elsewhere as well. Pluto TV has the highest brand velocity of any 
of our apps thanks to offering free live TV (even if their content isn’t considered as strong as other apps on our list). YouTube TV is 
a runner up in our nominations. Though having many strong brand factors, our survey found a fairly low ratio of fans-to-detractors 
compared to other services, indicating there’s some work to do there.

Prime Video, meanwhile, is #2 in our Brand Power rankings and at 40% has the 3rd highest Engagement Index of any of the paid 
competitors, trailing only Netflix and Hulu. Survival in a category that is so fluid can heavily depend on engagement, and that’s 
where YouTube, Netflix and Amazon Prime thrive. Factor that Prime can be bundled with subscriptions of Amazon’s shopping app 
gives them exceptional staying power. 

Speaking of bundles, the Hulu/Disney+/ESPN+ discount bundle combines strong brand fundamentals and diverse engagement 
metrics, giving it strong prospects. Hulu is not only the only streaming video brand in the Top 4 of both Brand Power and Brand 
Velocity, but the combination is complementary  –  while Hulu posts high Engagement Index and relatively lower time spent, 
Disney+ posts a relatively low Engagement Index but high time spent.  

HBO Max, while not quite in the same tier as our Big 3, is at the top of the second tier and has the 2nd highest Brand Velocity. 
Given its announcement to merge with Discovery, the consolidated offering is also quite complementary.

What is undeniable is that brand strength will continue to play a massive role in who wins consumer attention. 

Streaming video options are seemingly 
endless with new offerings popping up 
all the time, each with more shows, cost, 
and considerations for the consumer. Do 
you want access to premium content? 
Do you want to pay less but have ads? 
There’s a lot of choices and only so 
much time in our day. While many of the 
players seem to think there’s room for 
everyone, recent moves suggest 
otherwise. So who has the brand 
strength to survive? 

The Best Positioned Brands: 
YouTube, Amazon, Netflix, Hulu/Disney+, 
HBO Max, Pluto TV

The Key Data: BRAG’s Brand Power, 
Brand Velocity, and Brand Funnel, along 
with the Engagement Index and Time 
Spent

The Why: When keeping consumer 
attention is a priority, the brands with big 
awareness and regular engagement are 
the ones most likely to survive

STREAMING VIDEO
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Engagement Varies Significantly Across Streaming Providers



QSR
CATEGORY
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The BRAG Box Breakdown

BRAG Leaders
1. Taco Bell’s Reward program has continued to help the brand grow - pairing Brand Funnel rank 

growth with install efficiency which bumped them from BRAG Transcender to BRAG Leader.
2. Dunkin’ is the only other brand to jump from BRAG Transcender to BRAG Leader thanks to a 

growth in Brand Funnel rank. However, unlike Taco Bell, its install efficiency dropped a small 
amount. 

3. McDonald’s continues to be a true leader in this group, having both the highest Brand Funnel 
rank and BRAG Index - proving mobile consumers are truly “Loving It”.

BRAG Transcenders
1. SONIC, Chipotle & Popeyes all are strong BRAG Transcenders delivering install volumes that 

outsize their Brand Funnel. Chipotle and SONIC in particular are brands to watch due to their 
high Engagement.

Other Notables
1. Domino’s has a popular brand, but their install efficiency has fallen dropping them to the BRAG 

Blusher category after being a BRAG Leader (albeit barely).
2. Wendy’s, Pizza Hut and Burger King may have popular in-story brands and products, but from 

a mobile standpoint, they fall short of their potential again - ranking as BRAG Blushers for the 
2nd straight time.

McDonald’s has continued to, well, “Super Size” their mobile performance on both Brand 
Funnel and their BRAG Index, or how successfully they turn their Brand Funnel into 
installs.  Chipotle, Taco Bell along with SONIC and Popeyes round out the top 5 in QSR 
in terms of BRAG Index, while Wendy’s and Burger King remain in the Blusher category.

QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS
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QSR Apps’ Brand Power and Velocity, Q2 2022 

1] Brand Power and Brand Velocity are two BRAG metrics that measure overall strength in mobile app brands.  Brand Power reflects the size of an app’s Brand Funnel (e.g., awareness and install intent), the ratio of those 
liking/disliking the app and App Gap, a measure of brand equity.  Brand Velocity reflects quarter-to-quarter changes in the size of the app’s Brand Funnel as well as in sentiment towards the app/brand. Brands with similar 
levels of Brand Power and Brand Velocity are shaded similarly.

Panera Bread4

Dunkin’9

Wendy’s5

Burger King10

Starbucks3

Pizza Hut8

McDonald’s2

Taco Bell7

Domino’s Pizza1

Subway6

11 Dairy Queen 12 Chipotle 13 KFC 14 Arby’s 15 SONIC 16 Papa Johns 17 Popeyes 18 Shake Shack 19 Jimmy John’s 

Subway4

Burger King9

Pizza Hut5Dunkin’3

McDonald’s8

Domino’s Pizza2

Popeyes7

Taco Bell1

Papa Johns6
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BRAG’s Big Issue
Which QSR Brands are Best Rebuilding Their Consumer Relationships in a Post Food 
Delivery App World Dominated by DoorDash and UberEats

While in the past food brands have always been able to create strong brand relationships with consumers, doing it on mobile required a 
new way of engaging. For example, McDonald’s has always maintained a strong brand presence with its customers. Between Monopoly 
games, dollar menus, catchy jingles like “I’m Lovin It”, and kid friendly characters like Ronald McDonald, its ability to create brand loyalty far 
exceeded others. But the new mobile market required a need to extend their creative loyalty programs, discounts, and promotions to its 
mobile app.

McDonald’s position in our BRAG Box and Brand Power Ranking shows their dominance in mobile creativity. As massive of a brand they are, 
it’s no surprise that they have the largest Brand Funnel rank. Despite this, though, it also executed on their Brand Funnel better than 
anyone in category - being the only app in any category to lead in BOTH Brand Funnel rank and BRAG Index. And creative promotions have 
resonated as they smartly only allowed people to order its popular Szechuan Sauce through the app, held a National French Fry Day, and 
launched a “Camp McDonald’s” promotion to kick off the summer. 

Starbucks, with a top tier Brand Power posting and a strong Engagement Index of 48%, created customer loyalty through a Thursday 
Happy Hour that provides discounts and promotions only on the app. Domino’s, which has the highest Brand Power in the industry thanks 
to the biggest ratio of Fans-to-Distractors, drove app growth with a Piece of the Pie” rewards program that allows users to collect points 
on every order that are redeemable for promotions on the app.

Taco Bell, which scored strongly in our last report, has the highest Brand Velocity in the category and has pleased it’s app customers with a 
Taco Lover Pass that offered one free taco a day for 30 days. And while Chipotle’s Brand Power lags behind other apps on this list (they 
weren’t on our last report so they don’t rank in Brand Velocity yet), its promotions have done so well creatively that their Engagement Index 
(49%) ranks higher than ANY other QSR app, including Starbucks. And they aren’t afraid of thinking out of the box, partnering with Cash 
App (our BRAG leader in finance) to combine their Guac Mode free guacamole promotion with free cash! 

It’s clear that the brands that have been being the most creative extending their marketing promotions to the mobile world are the ones 
experiencing the strongest brand growth. As we move to a Post Food Delivery App world, QSR brands will continue to have this challenge 
of re-engaging consumers with their product in a fun and friendly way. 

During COVID lockdown, food delivery 
services like InstaCart, DoorDash, 
UberEats, and GrubHub dominated 
standalone QSRs in terms of mobile growth 
and engagement, posting 3 of the top 5 
scorers for both Brand Funnel rank and 
BRAG Index in our last report.  Food 
Delivery growth has recently been 
stagnating, opening the door for QSR 
brands to re-introduce themselves to 
customers who have become accustomed 
to ordering their food in an app. So which 
brands are rebounding best to strengthen 
their brands and relationships with their 
now more mobile-savvy consumers.

The Top Rebuilders: McDonald’s, Starbucks, 
Domino’s, Taco Bell, Chipotle

The Variables: BRAG’s Brand Funnel, BRAG 
Index and Brand Power, Engagement Index, 
Creative Promotions

The Why: QSR Brands can engage 
customers using their brand and product in 
creative, fun promotions that resonate and 
create relationships - in a way that food 
delivery apps can’t

QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS
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Brand Apps Have More Features Than Food Delivery Apps

Feature count based on Apptopia app X-Ray dataset. Food Delivery app features included in count are: personalized experience, order delivery, reorder 
purchases, gift cards, store locator, scheduled order, sharing, curbside pickup, iMessage support, recommendation engine, progress tracking, barcode/QR 
code reader, review stats, localize language, synchronize content and recipes.



Shopping
CATEGORY
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The BRAG Box Breakdown

BRAG Leaders
1. Amazon fell from 2nd to 5th in Brand Funnel rank, behind the other two of the Big 3 - Target 

and Walmart. However, it executed better on this Brand Funnel climbing to the 2nd highest 
BRAG Index.

2. The only other 2 BRAG Leaders in this report, Walmart and Etsy mostly held their positions in 
both Brand Funnel rank and BRAG Index. 

BRAG Transcenders
1. SHEIN, while not having a high Brand Funnel rank, continues to outperform not only its funnel 

but also all other apps significantly.
2. In our last report, Nike had the highest Brand Funnel rank due to high install intent, but fell into 

our BRAG Blusher category as they were not able to meet this potential. Nike’s install intent fell 
this report moving its Brand Funnel rank to 8th - allowing it to meet the lower expectations and 
become a BRAG Transcender.

Other Notables
1. Coming out of the Holiday season, eBay had the biggest jump in Brand Funnel rank going from 

5th to 1st as people moved from buyers to sellers.
2. Klarna saw a downturn in consumer sentiment for Buy Now Pay Later and saw its BRAG Index 

fall from 5th to 10th and out of BRAG Transcender status.

Our last report highlighted how smaller brands outperformed their Brand Funnel during 
the holiday season. Six months later, the BRAG Index is more equitable with the greater 
performance differences seen across size of Brand Funnels, with selling platforms, like 
eBay and Etsy, posting some of the largest gains.

SHOPPING
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Shopping Apps’ Brand Power and Velocity, Q2 2022 

1] Brand Power and Brand Velocity are two BRAG metrics that measure overall strength in mobile app brands.  Brand Power reflects the size of an app’s Brand Funnel (e.g., awareness and install intent), the ratio of those 
liking/disliking the app and App Gap, a measure of brand equity.  Brand Velocity reflects quarter-to-quarter changes in the size of the app’s Brand Funnel as well as in sentiment towards the app/brand. Brands with similar 
levels of Brand Power and Brand Velocity are shaded similarly.

Etsy4

Nike9

eBay5

Gap10

Target3

Rakuten8

Walmart2

CVS7

Amazon1

Walgreens6

11 Klarna 12 SHEIN 13 H&M 14 Affirm 15 Lululemon 16 Wish 17 OfferUp 18 Alibaba 19 Depop 20 Farfetch

Target4

Amazon9

Etsy5SHEIN3

Nike8

eBay2

OfferUp7

Klarna1

Walmart6
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BRAG’s Big Issue
While Discretionary Spending Has Gone Down, What Shopping Brands Have Trended Up?

Our Brand Power rankings show there’s a big drop from the top tier (Amazon, Walmart, and Target) to tier 2. They’re also frequently in the 
headlines as mobile commerce leaders even amidst consumer spending concerns. Meanwhile, other brands focused on multiple innovative 
ways to grow their Brand Funnel and Brand Power with cost-conscious customers employing creativity that prioritized Brand 
Incrementality. 

SHEIN is the most successful of these brands - making waves (and headlines) thanks to innovative marketing strategies that focused on 
the “fast fashion” trend. SHIEN out-installed every other app in Q2 and posted a #2 rank, just behind Amazon in Q1. SHEIN also topped 
every brand in Average Time Spent Per User in both Q1 and Q2 of this year. It combined low-cost, yet still trendy, clothes with hip, fun 
marketing promotions. Particularly of note was SHEIN’s use of YouTube celebrities and social media influencers on TikTok that would do 
short form video fashion shows of whole trunks of low-cost fashion clothing with the hashtag #SHEINhauls. What really separated SHEIN 
vs. other apps is its marketing tactics focused on making them more than a shopping app - but a “lifestyle”. And if you think of Amazon - 
that’s exactly what they have done on a mass level. After all, didn’t many flock to the app simply because it was “Prime Day”? 

Speaking of Amazon, one interesting change from our last BRAG Index is their drop in Brand Funnel rank from #2 to #6, mainly because of 
consumer sentiment. And while it dropped, eBay jumped from #6 to #1 in Brand Funnel rank because of an increase in consumer sentiment. 
One of the key reasons is that during our survey period while consumers were cost-conscious shopping, they were also selling! This 
allowed them, and to a lesser extent Etsy, to gain in brand relevance because of their rich selling features. Besides Target, Etsy was the 
only other brand in the top 5 of both Brand Power and Brand Velocity. Finally, Etsy and eBay posted the the highest Engagement levels at a 
whopping 92% and 89%, respectively.

A Transcender in our last report, this quarter Klarna posted the highest Brand Velocity, capitalizing on the Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) trend. 
At #11, Klarna’s overall Brand Power ranking is still fairly low, however, and with Apple Pay and other finance apps entering the BNPL market, 
it does bring up the question of whether Klarna’s differentiation of having an e-store will be enough.

While economic factors can be fickle, cost-conscious and fast fashion trends don’t seem to be going away particularly with younger 
audiences. Tapping into those trends through promos, flash sales, gifts, and other gimmicks certainly will certainly drive app growth and 
use among younger audiences. Recently, we’ve also seen more name brands, like Nike and Lululemon use loyalty and rewards programs to 
attract cost-conscious customers.
.

Mobile shopping is clearly increasing, 
but with inflation rising and discretionary 
spending falling, have certain brands 
benefited disproportionately? Have 
brands other than the big 3 “do-it-all” 
retailers (Amazon, Walmart and Target) 
gained traction, and if so, how?

The Cost-Conscious Leaders: 
SHEIN, Klarna, eBay, Etsy, Nike, 
Lululemon

The Variables: Brand Power, Brand 
Velocity, BRAG Index, Brand Funnel, 
Engagement Index, Out of the Box 
Cost-Conscious Promotions and Trends

The Why: With cost-conscious 
customers, creating a brand that focused 
on making a lifestyle out of saving money 
and still being fashionable spurred 
growth.

SHOPPING
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Individual Sellers Positively Impacting Etsy Brand, Much Less 
So For Amazon

Strength of sentiment impact of term “seller” associated with app reviews gives positive 
boost for Etsy Brand and negative for Amazon



News
CATEGORY
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The BRAG Box Breakdown

BRAG Leaders
1. CNN moved to #1 on  Brand Funnel rank (from 3rd) ahead of Fox News and CBS. However, its 

BRAG Index, or its ability to execute on its Brand Funnel, didn’t increase.
2. Fox News and CNN, meanwhile, saw its BRAG Index and rank rise. However, its Brand Funnel 

rank did fall slightly.

BRAG Transcenders
1. NewsBreak had the highest BRAG Index in our last report and kept its ranking in this one 

despite seeing its Brand Funnel drop - an indicator that even though they have excellent 
growth, its brand awareness and install intent remains steady.

2. The same is true for SmartNews which remained a BRAG Transcender in our rankings despite 
seeing its Brand Funnel rank fall. The good news is that SmartNews is executing stronger 
against its funnel moving from 5th to 2nd in BRAG Index

News continue to be the one category the flips BRAG on it’s head.  Rather than apps 
with strong brands turning in the highest install volumes, once again it’s the nimble 
aggregators leveraging telecom/device integrations that top installs and BRAG Index.

NEWS
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News Apps’ Brand Power and Velocity, Q2 2022 

1] Brand Power and Brand Velocity are two BRAG metrics that measure overall strength in mobile app brands.  Brand Power reflects the size of an app’s Brand Funnel (e.g., awareness and install intent), the ratio of those 
liking/disliking the app and App Gap, a measure of brand equity.  Brand Velocity reflects quarter-to-quarter changes in the size of the app’s Brand Funnel as well as in sentiment towards the app/brand. Brands with similar 
levels of Brand Power and Brand Velocity are shaded similarly.
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BRAG’s Big Issue
Why News Publisher App Brands Don’t Matter That Much and Never Will on Mobile Phones

Headline: When it comes to brand strength of news apps on mobile, they don’t compare to the strength of brands in other app categories. 
The Brand Power and Velocity scores  of top news apps are 5 times lower than other app categories! One reason is that while other 
categories are “destinations” (e.g., shopping, finance, QSR, etc). News, as Ralph Waldo Emerson puts it, is not about the destination, it’s the 
journey. As the Media Insight Project quantified, almost 3 of 4 people under 40 get news while scrolling through social media. 

If not in social media, news is increasingly discovered in aggregator applications. One example, Apple News is a top app because it is 
preloaded and has an engagement experience built in – swipe right to see news that’s aggregated from MULTIPLE publisher brands. Apple 
News, Flipboard, and others, like Google News, Yahoo News, NewsBreak, and SmartNews, operate in this way and deliver headlines from 
name brand media companies.  While these aggregator apps are used daily by consumers, the brands themselves don’t resonate with 
consumers as strongly as the news sources they distribute.

Our BRAG Box is a tidy example of this. The highest brand funnels belong to name brands CNN, USA Today, New York Times, Fox News, 
CBS News, and ABC News. Meanwhile, the top 4 apps in terms of BRAG Index - or in converting Brand Funnel to installs - are all 
aggregators: NewsBreak, SmartNews, Yahoo News, and Google News in that order. NewsBreak and SmartNews have TOTAL installs dwarf 
those of name brand apps. The same thing held true for our last BRAG Index where they ranked as Top Transcenders. However, both 
brands remain relatively unknown and are even further to the left of the Leaders than they were in our last rankings. 

Another reason brands matter less is because news brands are increasingly polarizing, making them less appealing to large swaths of 
consumers. Our Brand Power rankings (see previous page)  has the British Broadcast Corporation at #1. Considering our survey was 
US-based, a BBC scoring first might seem like an anomaly, but it also reveals the truth about how consumers feel about US media 
companies. While big media companies have strong brand names, they also create polarizing opinions. Which is why a British media 
company can top them all in terms of Brand Power.

While brand might matter in other forms of media, name brand media companies don’t seem particularly interested in growing their apps. 
Instead, their focus is on mobile distribution - or, making sure their content gets prominent placement in aggregator news feeds. So 
aggregators’ will continue to see high user growth while name brand apps will continue to be the ones people know - for better or worse. 
That’s just the way it will be. 

In September, the Media Insight Project – 
a collaboration between The Associated 
Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs 
Research and the American Press 
Institute – found that  71% of people 
under 40  get news daily from social 
media. Only 32% say they enjoy 
following the news, way down from 
seven years ago, when 53% said that. 
Amidst these trends, are any news 
publishers successfully building mobile 
brand?

The Brands That Matter: None

The Key Data: Brand Power, Brand 
Velocity, Brand Funnel, BRAG Index, 
Consumer Sentiment

The Why: Mobile phones are tailored to 
aid personalized discovery of news 
through aggregators which mutes the 
importance of publisher app brands, 
many of which are increasingly polarizing.

NEWS
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Conclusion

Mobile advertising is entering a new era. Privacy 
concerns, consolidations, new marketing methods 
and more are rapidly changing the mobile 
environment.  Today’s mobile marketers now need to 
be armed with both more, and different data. 

The BRAG Index was created because we don’t 
believe mobile growth exists in a vacuum.  Certainly, 
“brand” impacts the ability to grow, but brand impacts 
much more than potential install growth.

For this reason, our 2nd BRAG Index sought to dive 
deeper into the relationship between brand strength 
and broader issues impacting app execs.  While the 
heart of our BRAG Index still tracks how each app’s 
growth compares against apps with similar Brand 
Funnels, we’ve added measures of Brand Power, 
Brand Velocity, Engagement Index, and more. These 
additional measures enable us to shine a lens on key 
challenges facing 5 different industries and how 
brands are reacting: 

Finance
The battle to be a Financial Super App will be impacted by brand strength and 
regular engagement and are being won leading P2P Payment Apps and creative 
social engagements.

Streaming Video
Consolidation is inevitable and “free” will have a major impact.  While subscribers 
may switch to whomever has the next hottest show, strong brand and strong 
engagement are indicators of sustainability.

QSR
Coupled with post-pandemic returns, brands are using their product in creative 
promotions and loyalty to fight back against food delivery apps.  

Shopping
While discretionary spending has brought out frugal customers - shopping brands 
are finding ways to attract the cost-conscious or selling consumers.

News
Brand power of news apps don’t make headlines.  Convenience, breadth and 
aggressive distribution on devices is what drives discovery and engagement.

Want to find out more? We’re here to answer your questions, give more info, and 
hear your ideas on what we should cover in BRAG Index III, coming next quarter.



Appendix
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BRAG Methodology
The BRAG Index is derived from combining two data sources: Online surveys of mobile phone users completed by Digital Turbine, 
and App Install Volume, Usage and other data is sourced from Apptopia’s Performance Data.

Brand Funnel: We surveyed consumers about brand metrics 
(e.g., awareness, usage, opinions, loyalty, interest, etc.) for 
leading apps in different categories. Consumers showing 
interest in an app category were asked about individual app 
awareness, ownership, and install intentions.

These measures were factored together to give each app a 
score that reflects their potential demand headed into a 
quarter because they:

BRAG Index: The BRAG Index compares an app’s 
end-of-quarter install volume against its category peers 
with a comparable Brand Funnel at the beginning of the 
quarter. If an app had installs that were equal to others with 
a similar Brand Funnel, the app’s BRAG Index would be 
around 1. Apps with scores higher than 1 outpaced their 
competition while apps with scores lower than 1 delivered 
fewer installs than their peers.

Expressed interest in the category Are aware of the app 

Don’t have the app Expressed intent to install the app 

Brand Power: From our consumer survey, we developed this single metric 
representing an app’s overall brand strength using our Brand Funnel 
metrics of:

1 Awareness
2 Install Intent
3 the ratio of those liking vs disliking the app 
4 App Sentiment: the ratio of those liking vs. disliking the app, and
5 Brand Equity through The “App Gap”: The difference between 

awareness and deeper understanding of that the app does:

Together, these variables gave us relative rankings of Brand Power within 
each category. Brands with similar levels of Brand Power were then 
grouped into one of 4 tiers and color-coded.

Brand Velocity: Brand Velocity reflects quarter-to-quarter changes in the 
size of the app’s Brand Funnel as well as in sentiment towards the 
app/brand. Using our consumer survey from our last BRAG report and this 
one, we measured the quarter-to-quarter changes in the size of an app’s 
Brand Funnel as well as overall sentiment towards the brand. The more the 
variables moved in a positive direction, the higher the relative ranking. Only 
apps that were included in BOTH surveys were included in the Brand 
Velocity rankings. Brands with similar levels of Brand Power were then 
grouped into one of 4 tiers and color-coded.
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The BRAG Box

We use Growth Potential and our BRAG Index to                 
create a BRAG Box for each category. 

Growth Potential, a measure of Brand Funnel size,  is 
plotted along the X-axis, with brands with lower than 
average Growth Potential to the left side and higher 
than average Growth Potential to the right.

The Y-Axis plots BRAG Index with those towards the 
top of the box generating above average installs 
compared to peers of similar Growth Potential (i.e., a 
BRAG Index > 1) and those in the bottom half having 
lower than average installs compared to their peers 
(i.e., a BRAG Index < 1).

Combining Growth Potential and BRAG Index then 
creates four BRAG segments: Leaders, Transcenders, 
Builders and Blushers as defined on the next page.
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The BRAG Box
Through this lens we’re able to place apps into 4 quadrants to help us identify:

Emerging brands with lesser 
developed brand funnels that 

had better user growth over the 
last 6 months relative to peers 

with similar brand funnels

Well known, popular brands with  
strong brand funnels that had 

better user growth over the last 
6 months relative to peers with 

similar brand funnels

Well known brands with strong 
brand funnels that had lower 
user growth over the last 6 

months relative to peers with 
similar brand funnels

Growing or refocusing brands with 
smaller brand funnels that delivered 
below average mobile growth over 
the last 6 months relative to peers 

with similar brand funnels

GROWTH 
POTENTIAL

Start Of Period 
Awareness

Start Of Period 
Install Intent

End Of Period 
Installs
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Apptopia is the leader in real-time competitive intelligence

Industry Agnostic
Trusted by more than 100,000 publishers worldwide

Data on over 7M+ apps
Coverage in over 120 countries

We enable brands to analyze critical competitive signals 
across mobile apps & connected devices.

• Downloads
• IAP Revenue
• Daily Active Users
• Monthly Active Users
• Avg. Sessions Per user
• Total # of Sessions
• Avg. Session Length
• Total Time Spent In App
• SDK installs/uninstalls
• Demographics 
• Cross-app usage 
• Feature tagging
• User reviews

Data Points Data Granularity
• App
• Store
• Day
• Country
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Digital Turbine is the largest independent mobile growth platform

35

The Choice for Breakout Growth
Partners to 70% of the Top Apps in Google Play 

Digital Turbine’s Ignite platform powers superior mobile 
consumer experiences and results for the world’s leading telcos, 
advertisers and publishers. 

Our end-to-end platform uniquely simplifies  our partners’ ability 
to supercharge their awareness, acquisition and monetization 
— connecting them with more consumers, in more ways, across 
more devices. 

Digital Turbine is headquartered in North America, with offices 
around the world. www.digitalturbine.com 
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Access to exclusive Carrier & OEM global inventory combined a 
full suite of UA and monetization solutions:

○ Direct-to-Device Distribution
○ Demand Side Platform
○ Mediation
○ Marketplace
○ Offerwalls



Thank you!


